T&C Travel: 100 hotels that will change your life.

**Woodbridge, Bhutan**
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**Incredible views**

Woodbridge is one of the most spectacular properties in the world. It’s set high in the hills above the ancient city of Bumthang, offering breathtaking views of the surrounding forests and mountains. The hotel itself is a masterpiece of modern design, blending traditional Bhutanese architecture with contemporary comforts. Guests can enjoy a range of activities, from hiking and trekking to cultural tours and meditation sessions. A true retreat for those seeking serenity and nature’s beauty.

---

**Romantic Beach Resorts**

**BRANDIS STINSON, Montenegro**

*It isn't the beach that draws people here, it's the chance to stay in a 15th-century island fishing village, masterfully restored as only Anan can do it. I love the spa complex, which has a private beach in front of it. So romantic.*

**RIVIERA HOTEL, Bali**

This beach has nearly 200 rooms, may not be everyone's idea of romance, but it's a secluded spot with extraordinary sea views from everywhere—and spend at least 14 days, which you can always find a quiet corner. There are five private, high-beach beaches to choose from (two don't allow kids) and I can't think of a better use of such an affordable.*

**ROYAL MOA, Hong Kong**

A place high on everyone's list is this, a high-rise hotel in Hong Kong, with the real estate fee of a 15th-century island fishing village, masterfully restored as only Anan can do it. I love the spa complex, which has a private beach in front of it. So romantic.*
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**How to Save Africa's Great Beasts on Safari**

“Africa’s most precious wildlife are hard to find, but this one is a gem.”

**North Island, Seychelles**

*This is the ultimate private island resort, with just 2 accommodations and four equally beautiful locations on the island. The villas are enormous—they each have a pool, but the best is a private beach with a lounge chair and an umbrella. One of the best kept secrets is that there are no set meal times or menus. You simply tell the chef what you like to eat, and he will prepare it for you. There’s also 24/7 service from your villa—nothing is too much trouble.”*